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publisher have prepared this guide with the greatest of care, and have made every effort to 

ensure the accuracy, we assume no responsibility or liability for errors, inaccuracies or 

omissions. Before you begin, check with the appropriate authorities to ensure compliance with 

all laws and regulations. 

Every effort has been made to make this report as complete and accurate as possible. However, 

there may be mistakes in typography or content. Also, this report contains information on 

online marketing and technology only up to the publishing date. Therefore, this report should 

be used as a guide – not as the ultimate source of Internet marketing information. 

The purpose of this report is to educate. The author and publisher do not warrant that the 

information contained in this report is fully complete and shall not be responsible for any errors 

or omissions. The author and publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any 

person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or 

indirectly by this report, nor do we make any claims or promises of your ability to generate 

income by using any of this information.  
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Who is Ron Douglas? 
 
First off, Ron Douglas is the man behind the winning online business strategy you are about to 
learn RIGHT NOW.  
 
Apart from that, Ron is many things!  
 
He is a New York Times Bestselling Author… 
 
He’s been interviewed on Good Morning America and Fox News and the Home Shopping 
Network… 
 
He ALSO happens to be an extremely successful online marketer who's earned over $30 million 
since 2001.  
 

 
 
Ron is an expert at generating recurring income streams online from books and e-commerce 
products, and membership sites, evergreen webinars and other digital publishing assets.  
 
Fortunately for those of us who are desperate to learn his insider strategies, Ron Douglas is 
about to reveal a remarkable new business model he's been perfecting over the last two years! 
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This business model is going to allow you to tap into one of the fastest growing communication 
platforms on the planet right now. This platform has over 1.3 billion users, and Douglas is going 
to teach you how to turn it into a never-ending source of daily profits.  
 
That’s $500 to $1,000 per DAY big! 
 
Paydays like that can change your life.  
 
Even better, the simple system that Ron's about to reveal to you is so beginner friendly that a 
stay-at-home mom with no marketing experience has been able to generate $1,000s per week 
with this very same method.  
 
She only works about an hour a day from the comfort of her home office to do it! 
 
This is one of the smartest and simplest business models that has been put together in a long, 
long time… 
 
And YOU are about to be given the keys to duplicate that system and that amazing success for 
YOURSELF.  
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Make an Extra $2,500/Week 
 
First, let’s see how a stay-at-home mom earns an extra $2,500 per week on average, working an 
hour a day from her dining room table. This particular mom happens to be Ron Douglas’ wife, 
and she’s using the system he created to make this income! 
 
Nyla Douglas works right from her dining room table, without a website, without her own 
product, without a big social media following, without doing customer service. Even if she had 
no tech skills, she’d be fine because everything is set up for her.  
 
In just one week, Nyla made $3,200. Another week, she brought in $5,200. The weeks kept 
passing and thousands of dollars were coming into her account.  
 

 
 
Together, Nyla and Ron have earned over $1 million with this opportunity and paid out over 
$460,000 to affiliates and partners. That’s JUST with this program, which is one of several that 
Ron and Nyla use.  
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Ask yourself a question. Would being able to earn extra income from your laptop in your spare 
time improve your life? 
 
Obviously, right? 
 
This could be that good job you can rely on. You could retire at 65 and never worry about your 
spouse, the kids, the car or the house. You could just enjoy your retirement! 
 
The truth is, there are plenty of online business training packages out there, and you’ve 
probably tried some of them already. Ron has spent tens of thousands of dollars on them too! 
He knows that some are legitimately helpful, and others focus on what the marketer think you 
want to buy.  
 
So, this one is a bit different. This e-book is going to go through Ron’s system step by step and 
explain everything that’s going on. When you’ve finished reading, you’ll know exactly how he 
and his wife use this to make money. 
 
You’ll learn about the five common obstacles to your success and how opportunity solves them. 
Essentially, this is a case study of what Nyla Douglas did to reach success.  
 
Believe it or not, Nyla struggled to make money right away, even with her marketing guru 
husband by her side. Together, they discovered five obstacles that she had to get past first—
and these actually apply to everyone.  
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Knowing this gives you a huge advantage.  
 
You’ll also learn about the simple automated system Nyla uses to earn money in payments of 
$500 each. If your goal is $10,000 a month, it’s not going to be that difficult when each 
payment is $500. That’s less than one sale per day! 
 
There’s really no limit on what you can make. 
 
You’re also going to learn about a little-known traffic source that's much cheaper than 
Facebook and Google.  
 
Best of all, you don’t have to figure out all these things on your own! The team of top marketers 
Ron Douglas has put together are in a position to help—and they’re going to show you proof of 
how much people are actually making.  
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A Smoking Hot Trend! 
 

 
 
 
Take a look at these stock value numbers from Zoom. If you’re not familiar, Zoom is a platform 
where you can do webinars and live streams and online classes. Look what happened to Zoom’s 
value when the Corona virus started hitting hard worldwide… 
 
Stock jumped from $125 in March to over $457 in September! 
 
This happened because more and more people are online using Zoom for online classes or 
other online events.  
 
The trend is still happening, and Ron Douglas is going to show you how to capitalize on it.  
 
On-demand classes are super, super hot right now. Big brands like Amazon, WordPress and 
American Express are already hosting classes on Zoom. 
 
You probably already have emails in your inbox inviting you to some of these online classes! 
They are literally everywhere right now.  
 
As a marketer, if you combine on-demand classes and email follow-ups, you get amazing 
results. With lockdown in place in many countries, email marketing is even more powerful than 
usual.  
 
In fact, for every dollar you invest in email marketing, you can expect a return of $42. 
 
In the past, webinar promotions were always just reserved for industry insiders with big email 
lists. NOW, it’s being made available to you! Even if you don't have a list.  
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First, consider the success of Douglas’ recent Zoom event, Webinar Con. For attendees, the 
webinar seemed totally live…but in reality, it was just a well-edited collection of pre-recorded 
webinars played in a live environment. That's all it was! And people loved it. 
 
That event was the end of July and tickets were on sale from the beginning of the month. From 
that one event, they pulled in $394,000.  
 
$394,000! 
 
But back to the case study at hand—Nyla Douglas.  
 
Ron wanted to help her stay at home and earn money because he highly values family time. His 
own father died right before he was born, and so he promised himself that when he had kids, 
he would always be able to spend time with them.  
 
So, both Ron and Nyla wanted to be stay-at-home parents. Especially after Ron was made 
redundant from his Wall Street job that was just barely making ends meet.  
 
He used the layoff as an opportunity and ended up getting a deal for his cookbook! It became a 
New York Times bestseller and was suddenly for sale everywhere from Wal-Mart to Barnes & 
Noble. The book was a huge success, and more followed. 
 
Ron used the money from his book sales—over one million sold!—and invested it in a variety of 
ways. He learned how to make more money but struggled to help Nyla figure out how to make 
money for herself online. 
 
Five obstacles stood in her way: 
 
Obstacle #1  
 
She was just too smart. 
 
Yes, really. When you’re too smart, you overanalyze things and second-guess opportunities. 
You hold out for something that fits exactly what you’ve imagined in your head, and maybe that 
doesn’t really exist.  
 
The advice Nyla needed was, Don’t Reinvent the Wheel – sell what people are buying.  
 
Obstacle #2 
 
She was humble and unknown.  
 
Those aren’t bad qualities; they just aren’t conducive to online marketing.  
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As a marketer, you have to put yourself out there. You have to convince people to buy from 
you, because they believe you are the best person to buy from.  
 
The solution is, if you aren’t ready to brand yourself and put your face out there, you can still 
earn commissions from promoting the proven program of established experts. 
 
Obstacle #3 
 
There’s a tech learning curve. 
 
There is so much computer technology and user skill involved in most new ventures that picking 
up even a part-time hobby can be scary. Not everybody knows about funnels, integration, 
landing pages, pixels, etc.  
 
The solution is to eliminate the need for tech skills by using a done-for-you system.  
 
Obstacle #4 
 
Salesmanship.  
 
Nobody wants to be a salesperson. Nobody wants to be that used car salesman, that door-to-
door Amway representative or the annoying guest at the party who won’t be quiet about their 
new business.  
 
What’s the solution? Let the salespeople do the selling while you earn money by giving away 
free stuff.  
 
Obstacle #5 
 
Getting positive ROI traffic! 
 
It’s tough to get excited about trying something that has failed you in the past. Especially if it 
has failed you more than once AND cost you money. That’s why many people are wary of 
online marketing—they have been burned in the past.  
 
The problem 9 times out of 10 with failing ads is that your price point on the ad budget was too 
low. When you have a price point that's under $50 dollars, you have to be really, really good to 
succeed.  
 
The solution is to make things much easier with offers that make you $500 to $1,000 per sale.  
 
So after over a year of frustration with these obstacles, Ron and Nyla finally discovered 
something easy for her that worked. Then, Ron put together an entire program for her.  
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If it works for her…It can work for anyone! 

The Secret Formula 
 
This is what Nyla and others Ron has brought on board are doing to make thousands of dollars 
every single week.  
 
Step One: Send traffic to a lead gen funnel quiz. 
 
Step Two: Link the quiz to an on-demand webinar. 
 
Step Three: Automate follow-up emails. 
 
That’s it! 
 

 
 
This is the simplest way anyone has ever conceived to make money, and it starts with the our 
network of automated on demand classes.  
 
This is a private network that’s not for everybody, but Douglas and his close colleagues and 
partners use it to host their webinars. These are 20 of the same on-demand classes we’ve 
already talked about with Zoom.  
 
Check out Joel Peterson’s online class in the image below. You can see that it costs $1,997 to 
take this class, plus an additional $197 every month. Underneath those prices, you’ll see the 
affiliate sales numbers… 
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So, if you referred someone to the Instant Publisher Business class using this Traffic-Lead Gen-
Webinar-Email system, you would get paid $798.80 instantly. Then, for every month that 
person pays their membership fees, you’ll get an ongoing commission.  

 
To make money, all you have to do is refer people to these classes.  
 
That’s what Nyla is doing from her home office, and that’s what Ron Douglas’ members are 
trained to do as well.  
 
If you want to become a part of this very elite marketing team, your workday will look 
something like this… 
 

1. Log into Expert Classrooms website and choose the class you want to promote. 
2. Click on the “Affiliate Link” at the bottom of that listing to see a list of available content. 
3. Copy one of the links. 
4. Use that as the link/giveaway for your ad. 

 
The available affiliate links for each class go to an informative article, a sales page, or straight 
into the webinar replay page.  
 
That last one—the webinar replay page—is where Nyla found the sweet spot. Once there, 
people can instantly ask questions in the live chat box and go through the whole informative 
webinar again before hopefully decided to take the plunge and buy access to the class. 
 
If you are wondering how Nyla gets people to click that link and be brought to the live 
webinar… 
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That’s where the quiz funnel comes in.  
 
Here’s what your average quiz funnel ad looks like: 
 

 
 
When a viewer sees this ad and clicks to take the quiz, they’ll answer a series of strategic 
questions designed to warm them up for the upcoming opportunity (the on-demand class.) 
 
At the end, the quiz gives results only if the reader enters their name and email address. Then, 
the revealed results explain why the best course of action is THIS OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN AN 
ONLINE CLASS! 
 
That’s when they are shown the webinar, which explains all about the subjects of the class and 
why those are important to the individual. 
 
The key is, even if they don’t join the class right then and there, Nyla (and potentially you) have 
their email address. The autoresponder will now take that address and send out more 
information to convince them to sign up and make that purchase.  
 
Because all of this was done through your uniquely created affiliate link, at whatever point that 
person does make a purchase the system will know you were responsible. You will get that 
commission! 
 
That’s not all.  
 
As you run these ad campaigns to populate classrooms in exchange for commission, you’re 
also building your very own email sales list.  
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You can use that list for your own products down the road!  You can follow up with all of those 
people and sell or promote anything you want.  
 
If you were to join the marketing team, those quiz funnels, webinars, classes and follow-up 
emails are all done for you. You would have all the pieces you need, expertly designed and 
written, to start marketing ASAP. 
 
The real key to making an email sequence like this work is to have each part of the funnel warm 
up the potential buyers along the path. The ad should be properly targeted to people looking 
for or interested in topics directly related to the class you are promoting.  
 
When they click, the quiz will further excite them about the potential end results…finally, the 
webinar answers their questions and lets them know there is an opportunity available to get 
those results immediately.  
 
The follow-up emails take the sequence further, exploring a few important aspects of the topic 
and class in detail until the lead is finally ready to buy.  
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Getting Traffic 
 
Right now, on TrafficForMe.com you can buy 500 clicks for just $345. That’s sixty-nine cents a 
click. That’s just what Nyla Douglas did, as you can see in the order form below. To the right, 
you’ll see her sales numbers for the corresponding time period. 
 

  
 
That’s almost $3,000 from an investment of $500.  
 
The next month, she bought 1,000 clicks from the same vendor and her sales numbers went 
over $4,700 for the month. 
 
She doesn’t have to do any work building traffic. She doesn’t have to mess around with a dozen 
different social media pages and traffic channels.  
 
She is just making simple orders from a solid website with good prices per click.  
 
And, it’s all just that basic presentation, that quiz funnel, bringing in all that money and putting 
virtual butts in virtual classroom seats! 
 
It’s all something that can be duplicated and scaled any time.  
 
There is always some wiggle room when it comes to sales numbers, of course. Nothing is ever 
100 percent certain. Sometimes you’ll have amazing results, sometimes you won’t. Sometimes 
you will only break even.  
 
BUT, you’ll still be building an email list, which means that you can follow up for free until some 
of those leads convert into buyers.  
 
What do you think might happen if Nyla bought 5,000 clicks? What if she ran multiple 
campaigns at the same time, for different classes, and had even more clicks purchased? 
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The prices change depending on how many you order, and you can even set the system to 
automatically order more clicks every week, two weeks, month, etc.  
 
That means you wouldn’t even have to think about traffic on a daily basis. You could just get 
everything set up the way you like it, then forget about it for a couple of days. Even a week. 
Whatever you’re comfortable with!  
 
The most important part of the process—at least when it comes to getting paid—is using those 
affiliate links straight from the resource page of the class on Expert Classroom. That’s what is 
going to identify YOU as the person who made the sale.  
 
Stick to safe and simple traffic. Get that traffic directed to your quiz funnel. Get paid when 
people click through until the on-demand class!  
 
What do you think? 
 
Is that easy or is that hard? 
 
It really doesn’t get any easier than that. Nyla can vouch for that. 
 
It’s such a great system that leads to fantastic on-demand classes that are really hugely popular 
right now, thanks to COVID-19. Everyone wants to learn, and a lot more people than usual 
actually have the time to learn! 
 
This is a set-it-and-forget-it profit machine. Ron Douglas’ team of top online experts are earning 
money doing this EXACT SYSTEM every day.  
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Automated Profit Partners (APPS) 
 
You are probably wondering…how do these webinars and free on-demand classes make 
money? How can they afford to pay you for sending viewers? 
 
This is insider information! Of course, if you are going to be a part of this winning team, you’ll 
have to know what’s happening on that side of the business.  
 
What’s happening is that the people who watch these webinars and classes are genuinely being 
given great information about whatever topic they’ve covered. There are many about 
upgrading computer skills, starting online accounts, earning money online, etc.  
 

 
 
These presentations are well-made, and they offer information that viewers can actually go 
ahead and use right away—whether it’s for a hobby or a new business venture. There are real, 
valuable takeaways from every one of these classes. 
 
There are also paid classes and products designed for each class that students and viewers can 
decide to take after the original viewing. These are very valuable, high-ticket items, which 
means that when a student converts into a buyer, the webinar owner makes a tidy profit.  
 
It’s that profit that allows them to pay YOU for every person you get in there. 
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Make sense? 
 
The secret is, even a webinar with below-average attendance will probably earn you a 
commission of about $50 per attendee. Keep that number in mind.  
 
There are huge, packed webinars that bring in much more, as much as $900 per attendee (and 
sometimes much more) but the point is that every person who listens to a webinar or on-
demand class has some monetary value for the promoters.  
 
And here is what happens. People watch the free, on demand classes. You get paid high-ticket 
commissions for each of them. So even if you use the low-end, $50 price per attendee to run 
your estimates, you could be making $500 just from 10 people. 
 
Honestly, $50 isn’t even your normal rate. Usually it would be more like $500 per attendee…in 
which case the same scenario would make you $5,000. 
 
What if you got 20 people into a $1,000/attendee class? Wouldn’t that be amazing? 
 
If you just wanted to make $5,000 a month and use this system as your full-time income 
provider, well that’s just a matter of getting 100 people into a classroom. Not bad, right?  
 
That right there would get you the average household income for the United States, which is 
$60,000. 
 
Of course, you can always dream bigger, and with a great profit system like this one, it all 
comes down to the number of sales you can make every day, week, month, and year. The more 
sales and the higher the commission, the better off you’re going to be.  
 
Think about having your monthly obligations paid off. Think about complete financial freedom.  
 
When Ron Douglas was working for JP Morgan Chase, he used to commute from Long Island to 
be at work at 8:30 in the morning. To do that, he’d have to wake up at about 6:00 and leave the 
house a half hour later.  
 
He’d face the cold New York City winter, get on the subway and it was still dark outside…the 
sun hadn’t even come up yet. He’d get to work and sit there all day, earning enough to keep his 
family fed and housed, but still not quite enough for new curtains. 
 
When Ron left work at about 6:45 in the evening, it was already dark again. Some days he 
wouldn't even see the sun. And so many people are trapped in a depressing, soul destroying 
cycle like that! 
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He knew there had to be a better way. He started doing visualization exercises, where he 
imagined everything he needed for his ideal month. Everything that needed paying, and 
everything that he wanted to be able to pay for.  
 
The amazing vacations his family gets to have a few times a year. The knowledge that his 
mortgage, car, credit card bills, groceries and other bills were covered. The dream of sitting 
poolside and relaxing.  
 
The same visualization exercises can work for you, too! You just have to get really honest with 
yourself, and start imagining what you need to be happy.  
 
Then, it’s all going to come down to a number. 
 
How many automated $500 sales do you need each month to get the lifestyle you want? 
 
If you need $10,000 a month, that number is 20.  
 
Looking for just $2,500 a month? That’s 5 sales. 
 
Ron Douglas was dreaming big when he set up his businesses—and so can you.  
 
Ron has a great big house, a family, multiple vacations every year (every normal year!) and an 
office right at home where his dog keeps him on-task.  
 
What do you think it takes for him to cover that kind of lifestyle?  
 
How many $500 sales?  
 

 
 
It takes just 19 sales per month for Ron to life that kind of life. That’s $9,500 each month. 
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You can do the same! Just ask yourself where you want to be in terms of your lifestyle, and how 
much money that will take.  
 
Then, calculate how many $500 sales you need to make every month to get you there.  
 
When you think about it like that, it makes financial freedom seem that much closer.  
The next question is, do you think you can manage to get just one sale a day from the billions of 
active people on the internet? 
 
This is unquestionably the easiest way to earn money online. You’ll be able to get where you 
need to be, financially, and have more free time. 
 
So, are you ready to do this, finally? No more messing around with programs that don’t work, 
no more overthinking. Ready to just seize this opportunity? 
 
You’ve learned about the common roadblocks to success. Heard about the secret traffic 
sources.  
 
Now let’s talk about how to get your own automated profit business, and how to partner with 
Douglas’ team so you don't have to try to figure all this out yourself.  
 
If you wanted to do it on your own, here's what you would need: 
 

• A quiz funnel with compelling sales copy  

• A high converting automated webinar offer 

• A list-building component 

• Follow-up emails 

• Knowledge of profitable traffic channels 
 

If you have all those things—great! You could figure this all out for yourself 
 
If, on the other hand, you're missing any one of these things, the team can help you.  
 
They’ve already done the work for you. They’ve spent tens of thousands of dollars figuring 
everything out, setting it up, testing and working out all the details. A partnership would allow 
you to leverage this existing knowledge and the existing system for profit.  
 
YOU CAN JOIN THE TEAM.  
 
The first 10 people to apply and qualify will get access to the Expert Classes network of 
webinars and on-demand classes… 
 
AND they will be able to join Douglas’ flagship program, Automated Profit Partners.  
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The program is accepting 10 new partners to join the network and earn high ticket commissions 
with their on demand classes. 
 
The numbers are limited for a few reasons. First, to avoid team members competing with each 
other. Secondly, because there is a lot of work that needs to be done behind the scenes for 
each new partner, including setting up the lead gen quiz funnels (more on that in a second).  
 
The syllabus consists of 5 modules: 
 
In module 1, you will see how to set up your account to get direct payments, build your list, and 
track your results.  
 
In module 2, you learn how to set up easy landing pages and quiz funnels using the APPS 
software platform. 
 
In module 3, find out how to get massive traffic on a budget. 
 
In module 4, learn how to use APPS done-for-you follow-up emails to get additional sales. 
 
Finally, in module 5, learn how to earn stable, ongoing income with recurring payment offers.  
 
In total, the training contains about 10 hours of study. You can work through it in a weekend, if 
you want, and get going on what you’ve learned ASAP. Or, you can take it at your own pace 
whenever you have time. 
 
Plus, you're going to get access to a private network of proven online classes that will pay you 
$500 to $1,000 per sale! 
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Bonuses! 
 
We really want new members to succeed, and that means more access to amazing resources 
that will make this system even easier and even more profitable. 
 
Bonus #1: Access to private VIP Customer Success Group (valued at $5,000/year) 
 
Members pay $5,000 per year to be a part of this success group, because it gets you access to 
top earners and mentors who are always there to answer questions and give advice. 
 
Bonus #2: Done-for-You Facebook Remarketing Ads that we pay for! (valued at $5,000) 
 
Get commissions from ads placed on your behalf! 
 
Bonus #3: Done-for-You reports and content you can give away to promote the free classes and 
earn commissions (valued at $500) 
 
Get your hands on articles, reports and other crucial content you can use as free giveaways in 
your ads. 
 
Bonus #4: Done-for-You Email Follow-up Campaigns ($1,500) 
 
These campaigns are designed to target everyone who signs up for free classes! 
 
Bonus #5: Lifetime Access to “WebinarPages” Landing Page Software and Templates (Valued at 
$1,000) 
 
PLUS, an Extra Bonus! A Free One-on-One Strategy Session with top Trainer Antonio Thornton 
(valued at $700) 
 
Antonio is one of the top coaches in the industry. He has worked with Robert “Rich Dad” 
Kyosaki and many other millionaire entrepreneurs, and now he’s here to answer YOUR 
questions during a one-on-one phone call! 
 
If you go outside of this presentation, the regular cost of this package is $2,497. 
 
There’s also the monthly $500 fee for the remarketing ad budget and management.  
 
If that’s a little overwhelming, don’t worry! If you act fast, you can gain access to the entire 
package at a fantastic one-time low price point. 
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So, for a limited number of people who register FIRST for the quiz funnel and APPS Masterclass, 
there will be… 
 
NO $99 ACCESS FEE. 
 
NO $500/MTH REMARKETING FEE. 
 
And, the entire program for JUST ONE PAYMENT OF $997! 
 
Join now and the team will work with you to succeed. All you need is a couple of sales to earn 
back your investment and it's all profit from then on, right?  
 
Just two sales will cover that $997. 
 
There are no recurring charges.  
 
You can pick up the business this week, this month, next month, or whenever you get around to 
it.  
 
But this is just a one-time payment, with no further charges, and it’s not going to last long. So, if 
you are serious about learning how to make quick profit with minimal input, register now! 
 
You can use PayPal or credit card to register. If you use PayPal, then you can do one payment of 
$997 or use the two-payment option for two payments of $569. 
 

 
 
Just to sweeten the pot even more, if you sign up in time for this offer, you're also going to get 
$800 in free ad credits! 
 
That’s $100 for ad on Microsoft Bing… 
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$150 for Google Ads… 
 
$100 with Perfect Audience… 
 
$300 for Yelp! … 
 
$100 on Apple search ads… 
 
And $50 for Amazon advertising! 
 

 
Grab Your Spot Now At:  

 

www.RonDouglas.com/al  
 

 
 

http://www.rondouglas.com/al
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Check Out Just Some of The Results… 
 

 
 
This is Amy. She was really struggling to earn money before finding this system—and recently 
she made six sales that earned her a profit of $2,425. Amy’s finances are really improving now!  
 
She’s not the only one, either.  
 
Douglas is a retired grandfather who makes extra money promoting on-demand classes. He’s 
recently brought in nearly $2,000 to add to the household budget! 
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Steve is another senior who has already made $5,836 promoting classes online from home. 
 
 

 
 

Debbie Drum works from home, and after starting with this program she has already brought 
home $1,780 profit.  
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Cathy Demers is another stay at home mom who monetizes her blog by promoting our on-
demand classes. She has already earned $8,434.25 net profits.  
 
Those are just some of the people who have just started out or are using this system part-time.  
 
As for the full-timers? Jay is a full-time member, and his total profit is sitting at $41,197! 
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The system works, and it works because the experts have taken the time to perfect it before 
allowing a select few to join in.  
 
If you have been waiting for an online business that lets you start when you want, put as much 
or as little time in as you decide, and that genuinely can bring in profits….this is it! 
 
Register now to claim your copy of the APPS Masterclass, the Done-for-You Quiz Funnel, access 
to the experts’ group, and all those bonuses for the one-time price of just $997! 
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FAQ 
Is there a money back guarantee?  
 
Yes, we have a Performance Guarantee. We guarantee that if you follow this system and don't 
get results, we will work with you until you do or we will return your money.   
 
Is this tax deductible?  
 
Yes, it's tax deductible. If you have a business already then this training qualifies as a business 
training expense. If you have a related job, it might also qualify in relation to your existing 
employment. Speak with your Accountant. 
 
How long does it take to make my money back?  
 
The fastest ever was three days. Someone signed up and within three days they had three sales 
and had already made their money back. Normally, it could be a week. It could be two weeks. If 
you decide to take your time with the system—and that’s totally okay--It could be a month.  
 
How much do I have to spend on ads?  
 
Really, you can spend as much as you like. So, whether you have a budget of one hundred 
dollars or ten thousand dollars, it's really up to you. 
 
Are there any additional costs?  
 
Nope, no additional costs from us. No recurring costs, just a one-time payment.  
 
Is this newbie friendly?  
 
Absolutely. A lot of newbies are doing it and making a great success of it.  
 
How can you afford to pay for the remarketing ads?  
 
We take a small percentage from the vendors from each sale to cover the cost of the 
retargeting ads. That’s how it all keeps moving forward. 
 
Is there too much competition?  
 
Nope, not at all. Only select people are being invited to join these on-demand classes, so it’s not 
like ClickBank where just anyone can promote it. There will never be too much competition 
here.  
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Do I need my own website?  
 
No, you don't need a website at all. Everything is on our platform. The landing pages, sales copy 
and every moving part is hosted by us.  
 
What options do I have besides solo ads? 
 
Besides solo ads we also cover Facebook ads and have an intensive training module on that 
topic. You’ll also have training videos that cover Quora ads and YouTube. On top of those we 
have some free traffic lessons in there, too.  
 
How realistic is it to generate $2,500 in the next 30 days with this program? 
 
It’s actually very realistic if you follow the plan! Even someone starting out with no skills, it is 
possible it is possible to jump right in and get started, and to see good results. Remember to 
take advantage of that coaching call and the community support group. 
 
Can a beginner really generate five sales in the next 30 days, starting from scratch? 
 
Absolutely, because everything is already set up for you. Everything is tested and proven. The 
sales funnel will be there for you. It’s just a matter of following the system. 
 
Do I need to buy a domain to make this work? 
 
No, you don't need a domain. Everything is posted on our domains. 
 
Is it a good idea to set up an auto responder? 
 
If you want to have an email, you need an auto responder. We can, however, set everything up 
so you don’t need to do that. 
 
Go ahead and sign up now before all the spots are taken!  
 
Trust the proven math. All you have to do is follow the steps and you can't fail! The system we 
give you does the selling for you. 
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To recap, here’s what you get… 
 

 
 

And You’ll Also Get This Extra Bonus… 
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Plus You’ll Also Get $800 In Free Ad Credits!  
 

 
 

Grab Your Spot Now  
(With Bonuses Included) At:  

 

www.RonDouglas.com/al 

 
 

Remember: Use Coupon Code VIP10 For $1,500 Off! 

http://www.rondouglas.com/al

